Tower Struck by Lightning
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Electrifying Experience: Video of Lightning Tipping Eiffel Tower . 1 Jun 2018 . A webcam captured the dramatic moment the Eiffel Tower was struck by lightning on Monday amid storms and heavy downpours in the French capital. Paris. The Eiffel Tower was struck by lightning in a thunderstorm on Monday, offering spectacular scenery. PHOTO: Lighting struck the top of the Eiffel Tower, was struck by thunderstorm, was struck by lightning. Strong thunderstorms cause a dramatic lightning show in Paris. More than 200 lightning strikes have been recorded in Auckland and Sydney. Lightning strikes Eiffel Tower - Sky News 29 May 2018 . The Iron Lady was given her moment of lightening. The Eiffel Tower gets struck by lightning. The Eiffel Tower was struck by lightning. Lightning always strikes the tallest object. The City of Lights - as evidenced by this stunning video of lightning striking the Eiffel Tower. Lightning strikes the Willis Tower, commonly referred to as the Sears Tower, was struck by lightning repeatedly on Monday night in a severe thunderstorm. The storm caused a dramatic lightning show in Paris. The Eiffel Tower was struck by an insane lightning storm this week. 20 Dec 2017 Lightning strikes the CN Tower during a storm that rolled through Toronto Friday evening. Paris s iconic Eiffel Tower hit by lightning - WTVY. The Eiffel Tower hit by lightening. The Eiffel tower gets struck by lightning. (Twitter) The video of the national landmark being Images for Tower Struck by Lightning. The Eiffel Tower was struck by lightning. Lightning strikes Eiffel Tower - Story FOX 13 Tampa Bay A webcam captured the moment the Eiffel Tower was struck by lightning on May 28 amid storms and heavy downpours in Paris. Eiffel Tower struck by lightning Euronews 30 May 2018 - 33 sec Lightning struck the Eiffel Tower on May 28 when storms moved through Paris. Airport tower struck by lightning, worker brought to his knees by . 3 Jun 2018A photographer captured the moment lighting struck the top of the Eiffel Tower. Lightning strikes Eiffel Tower, Sydney disappears in smoke — No. 31 May 2018 . The Eiffel Tower was struck by lightning as storms and heavy downpours hit the French capital.